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Agsrrucr

The efiect of varying ILO fugacity on th€ oxygen fugacity in hydrothermal
experiments is analyzed for both the solid external buffer and the controlled
hydrogen pressure methods. Lowering of H"O fugacity in the experimental charge
either by a second species in the vapor phase, or by the absence of a free vapor
phase, lowers the oxygen fugacity in the charge.

h.trnolucrrox

Within the last fifteen yeaxs, great, strides have been made in the
study of the geochemistry of elements with variable oxidation states
by means of the solid buffer technique (Eugster, 1957) and by the
use of gas mixtures (Shaw, 1967). One of the basic assumptions
inherent in the use of these buffering techniques to control oxygen
fugacity is that the charge contains abundant water. (Shaw, 1967;
Eugster, 1957) Recently, experiments have been conducted in which
the availability of water has been purposely limited (Whitney and
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Luth, 1970; Robertson and Wyllie, lSZl).In such experiments involv-
ing iron bearing compositions, the concept of buffering oxygen fu_
gaci[y must be modified. Although these modifications are quite
simple, the author feels that they need to be ouilined so that the
limitations will be fully realized by experimenters starting vapor
absent work on iron bearing systems.

Oxycnw Fucecrty rN e Srpr,lrro pnsssunp Vnssrr,
Suppose that a charge containing iron or some other element of

variable oxidation state has been loaded into a metal capsule perme-
able to hydrogen (e.g., Pd-Ag alloy, or pt at high temperaiures) which
is to be held at pressure and temperature within a pressure vessel
made of the commonly used stellite 28, or some other high nickel
alloy, with water as the pressure medium.

classically it has been assumed that the hvdrogen fugacity in the
vessel is controlled by the oxidation of nickel to bunsenitl, alonq
with the decomposition of H2O:

(1)  N i , " ,  *  l f2oz4) :  N iO1"y  K* , -o , ,o  :  ( fo ) - " '

(2)  Hr ,* ,  *  l f2O2G):  HrO,n,  N* :  o* :d-u
UH, / \ / o . . ,

This yields the over all buffering reaction (B) which controls hydro-
gen fugacity within the pressure vessel.

(3) Ni,", * HrOr"r : NiO1"1 * Hrc"r
/ J  B \

K, : #4*
Us,o /

It must be remembered that buffering by the Ni-Nio oxidation
can only be true for alloys like stellite 25, which are dominantly
composed of nickel. Even in this case, there is an aging effect, which
causes the oxygen fugacity within the vessel to vary with its time in
operation. As oxide forrns within the vessel, the accessibility of the
nickel to the pressure medium decreases, so that the bufferinq ten-
dency is diminished. with time, the oxygen fugacity in the 

"r..."1

tends to increase (Eugster and Wones, 1962). Thus, the hydrogen
fugacity is only approximately controlled by equation (B), and the
value will change with the alloy used, and the age of the vessel.

Since the sample capsule is supposedly permeable to hydrogen, the
fugacity of hydrogen in the pressure vessel must be equal to the
fugacity of hydrogen in the charge (4). This, cbmbined with the
dissociation of IIrO in the charge (b), controls the fugacity of oxygen
in the charge (7).
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J  B - +  c
lEz  

-  
l ' I ,

+ l/2 Orr*r : HrOr"r K* :

B
I ls IH"o

K*(f o^")""

Hr<* l

(6)

(7)

Since Ks :

lo,"  :  (K*.1 ' '_,1/""o"\ '\s/ \fo-"/

K*,-*ro-lK*, equation (7) simplifies to:

l, d\,(7') Io," : (K*,-*,o)-'( ' f
.7 " "08 /

When the fugacity of HzO in the charge is equal to the fugacity

of HzO in the vessel, this equation does indeed reduce to:

(8)  fo""  :  (K*, -* ,o)- '  :  fooo

which allows us to assume that the oxygen fugacity in the charge

is the same as that in the buffering assemblage.

in the vapor phase, or by the absence of a hydrous vapor phase due to

the presence of another hyd.rous phase, the oxygen fugacity will be

lowered in the charge relative to the buffer.

The dissociation of water in the charge also needs further discussion.

the fugacity of Hzo in the charge, as well as the dissociation constant

for HzO in the mixture which will determine the fugacity of oxygen'

If no vapor phase is present in the system' the problems are mag-

nified, as the nature of the dissociation reaction for HzO will be

d.ependent on the state of the Hzo dissolved in other hydrous phases.

For example, in the case of a silicate melt in a vapor absent assem-

blage, the water originally in the charge may be present in many

different forms, and the dissociation reaction may have a different
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reaction constant depending on the species present and the nature
of the bonding within the melt. The reaction of hydrogen with this
dissolved water is similar to a gas dissociation problem where the
dissociation constant is unknown, and presents a substantial problem
in vapor absent experimentation.

OxvcnN Fucecrry rN ExppnrrrnNrs Usrxc AN ExrERNAr, Burr,nn
Suppose now that the permeable capsule is surrounded by a solid

buffer as described by Eugster (1957). If the buffer were composed of
fayalite, qtJattz, and magnetite, saturated with water, the following
would be the buffering equation (11).

(9) 3 FerSiOn,", * Qr,"r : 3 SiOr1"; * 2 FesOrr"r Ko.* : (Io,")-t

Frc. 1. Variation of /er, with /sro" for several different buffering techniques, at
800'C and 2000 bars total pressure.

Curves (A) and (B) have been constructed frorn Eugster and Skippen (1967),
Table 1, and Figure 5. Curve (C) has been constructed usinq the method outlined in
detail by Shaw (1967).

T= 8OO"C

P= 2OOO Bors
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(13)

(14)
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(10) Hr<*, *  l f2o2(")  :  Hro<,> f*  :  9" 'o ' ] , , , .* 
ffo"")ffo,")"'

( 1 1 )  3 F e r S i O r r " r  + 2 H r O ( " ) : 3  S i O r 1 " 1  *  2 F e a O a r " 1 t 2 H r s 1

Kn"* (1",u) '
r \B :  KT :  U"* " f

Combined with hydrogen diffusion, and the dissociation of HzO in the
charge, this relationship yields the fugacity of oxygen in the charge
/12).

/ +_  ^B \2
lo, '  :  (Kn")- ' ( ' r*u/

Yn"o
(12)

Curve (B) of Figure 1 demonstrates the variation of f o," with changes

ir ln,o" for a system at 800oC and 2 kilobars pressure, externally buffered

by quartz-fayalite-magnetite. The trend is similar to that seen for

nickel-bunsenite.

ExpunrrrpNrs UsrNG Coxrnor,r,nl Penrrar, Pnnssunn op Hvmocnx

Suppose the permeable capsule is placed in a gas pressure medium

containing a controlled partial pressure of hydrogen as described by

Shaw (1967). Then, following his calculations for oxygen fugacity in

the charge, we have:

r  B  ,  C  , , - r  ( l n " o t )
In" : Iw" : Aw 

ff","y,

f  o,"  :  (K* ' l ' "u)- ' ( l ' "o ') '

Curve (C) of I'igure 1 shows the variation of oxygen fugacity rvith

changes in l",ot for a system at 800oC and 2 kilobars pressure, for a
partial pressure of hydrogen of 50 bars. The same decrease in oxygen

fugacity with f',oc is seen, as in the previous solid buffer situations'

ExpEnrupxrs rN AN Ancow Aruospspnp, wrrg A Mor,YBDpNUlt
Sempr,p Hor,lon

Suppose the permeable capsule were placed within a molybdenum
sample holder, which was partially covered with molybdenum oxide,

and both were then held at temperature and pressure in a dominantly

argon atmosphere with a small parLial pressure of hydrogen present.

This model is an approximation to the conditions present at the begin-
ning of an experiment at high pressures in an internally heated pres-

sure vessel with a molvbdenum sample holder.
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(15) n4o,"y f 3f2 O2G, : MoOr1,1 K*o-.oo" : (fo"u)u/'

(16) Mot"r * 3 HrOr*r : MoO, + B H2(*)

This results in the
charge:

(17)

Ks : KM"-Moo".K--3 - ffo"u)'
(lo" o")'

following expression for oxygen fugacity in the

lo"' : (K*.-^,.o")-','(1",':)'
' J E , o '

rn a dominantly argon pressure medium, the fugacity of Hzo will be
very low relative to that in most charges. As a result, the oxygen
fugacity in the charge will be considerably higher than that fixed by
the oxidation-reduction of the sample holder.

1907

The
water.

(18)

Usn or Acrrvrry rN pr,acu op Fucacrry

fugacity of HzO may be rewritten in terms of the activitv of

la,o : au,o fs"o".

rn this equation, l,,"oo is the fugacity of Hro at an arbitrary standard
state. substitution into the equation for oxygen fugacity in the charge
in the solid buffer cases, yields the following equation:

(1e) lo"" : c(lu--\'
\aa"o" /

where C is a function of the equilibrium constant of
oxygen buffering equation, and is constant for constant
and pressure.

rf the standard state for water is chosen to be pure Hzo af the
pressure and temperature of the experiment, and if the vapor phase
in the buffer is pure H2O, then:

(20) or,ot :  1

and equation (19) simplifies to:

(2r) lo^" : C(o'"o")'

the.original
temperature

In the direct control of hydrogen pressure by osmotic equilibrium,
the equation involving the activity of water incrudes the fugacity of
HzO in the standard state, and is of the following form:

(22) Io"" :  (K. '  f" ,")- '  ( /n"oo' @s.o")2
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Drscu$sron

It can be seen from this presentation that when the fugacity of HzO

in hydrothermal experi-"rrt, i. reduced either by solution of -other
.p..i", in the vapor phase, or by the absence of a vapor phase due to

tire presence of other water bearing phases, such as silicate liquids,

the value of the oxygen fugacity also changes significantly' There-fore' it

can be expected that in to* HrO fugacity experiments, the effective

oxygen fugacity will be significantly lower than would be the case in

hi;h HrO iugacity experiments at the same temperature and pressure'
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